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GREENWORKS 60V BACKPACK BLOWER BRUSHLESS

Greenworks Backpack 60v 2 

GREENWORKS - 60V - BACKPACK BLOWER BRUSHLESS 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax R 3645.00
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Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerGreenworks 

Description Product intro 
Powered by a pro-grade 60V lithium-ion battery, this Greenworks Pro 60V cordless leaf blower delivers more power and performance than typical gas-
powered blowers, without the noise, fumes, or harmful emissions. With incredible blowing force of 140 MPH max air speed and 550 CFM max air volume, it
easily outperforms a professional-grade 28cc gas-powered blower. It features our Jet Fan Technology, with the best power-to-weight ratio in the industry,
and is equipped with a turbo button, trigger-activated variable speed control, and cruise control. This compact, lightweight blower starts with the squeeze of
a trigger, with no aggravating pull cord. Plus, there’s no need to worry about spilling, mixing, or storing oil and fuel. The powerful Greenworks Pro 60V
UltraPower™ cordless battery platform gives you all the power you need to tackle all your lawn care projects. Kick gas to the curb this spring and go green
with no fumes, no mixing, no maintenance and no pull cords. Let Greenworks help you take the work out of yard work. 
Key features 

Exceed the power of gas with equivalent power of a 28cc engine, delivering 550 CFM and 140 MPH Up to eighty minutes of runtime on a fully
charged battery Intelligent TRUBRUSHLESS™ motor technology maximizing efficiency and reliability
High speed Turbo Mode loosens up wet leaves and powers through debris with ease.
Highly efficient brushless motor for increased torque
Guaranteed Start Every Time – No Prime, No Choke, No Pull™
Up to 550 CFM of air volume at 225 Km/h to power through debris and wet leaves
Metal debris scraper on the end of the tube for stubborn debris
Jet Fan Technology provides the best power-to-weight ratio in the industry
Variable speed trigger with cruise control & turbo button for maximum performance and air control
Concentrator nozzle increases air speed for stubborn debris
Powered by an interchangeable Pro 60V lithium-ion battery for reliable, long-lasting power – battery fits 75+ Greenworks Pro 60V tools
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